
TRADE-IN REQUEST RETURN ADDRESS
VMP GEN3R 

ORDER NUMBER: 

PURCHASE DATE:

CUSTOMER NAME Phone:

CUSTOMER REFUND

ADDRESS:
Email:

DATE
ITEM BEING SHIPPED 

(Check Items Below)
ROTOR PACK S/N

VMP Gen1

VMP Gen2

VMP Gen2R

Trinity 13-14 GT500

Roush 11-14

Roush 15-17

Roush Truck 

M122 07-12 GT500

1. Returns and refund will not be processed without a VMP Gen3R order number.

2. VMP strongly suggests you insure your returned part(s) for full value to protect yourself against loss and record your shipping tracking number for reference.

3. Trade-in program is only valid on retail purchases made directly through VMP Performance.

VMP PERFORMANCE

170 S. State Road 415

New Smyrna Beach, FL 

32168

***THIS FORM MUST BE INCLUDED WITH YOUR TRADE-IN***

ISSUE REFUND BY:            PAYPAL               CHECK

4. Trade-in credit is NOT guaranteed, blower must be inspected by VMP and meet the criteria. 

5. Extensive modification or cosmetic flaws to a blower may cause it to be classified as "damaged" and only receive a $350 credit.

6. It is the customers responsibility to make sure the blower is properly packaged so it arrives safely at VMP.

7. Missing or damaged by-pass valves will incur an $80 replacement fee. 

8. Dirty blowers are subject to a $50 cleaning fee (includes packing material such as peanuts that's lodged in blower).

9. Blowers that do not meet trade-in criteria will be shipped back to customer at their expense. 

10. VMP Gen1, Trinity, and Roush style blowers MUST include a matching elbow to be eligible for the full-trade in amount. 



11. Only 2.3 L TVS blowers are eligible for trade-in. 

12. When you purchase the VMP Gen3R, just package up your supercharger in the packaging the VMP Gen3R was delivered in and send to VMP.

13. Once your trade-in blower is received, VMP will inspect and issue the trade-in value within two weeks by either check or Paypal. 


